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The Fort
In the spirit of Alice in Wonderland and The Wizard of Oz, this story introduces
readers to the hidden magicaland mysteriousworld of gnomes, elves, and trolls.
Eleven-year-old Sarah moves with her family from New York City to rural Hadley,
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Connecticut. She's eager to explore her new home and meet new friends, but she
never expected to befriend an old garden gnome. Readers join Sarah as she is
drawn into a secret world under our feet. Sarah uses her instincts to calm old
rivalries and help the underworld elves, gnomes, and more join her in the
upperworld.

Cast Two Shadows
With more than 100 million participants Minecraft has become a global craze and is
one of the most popular video games ever 101 Awesome Builds provides players at
all levels the tools to excel in the most popular aspect of the game: building.
Featuring step-by-step, colorful guides to builds of all shapes and sizes, this book is
a must-have for beginning players and master builders alike.From the experts who
brought you The Big Book of Building, this guide features more hints, tips, and
cheats to open up the creative minds of all Minecraft players. This book is not
authorized, sponsored, endorsed or licensed by Mojang AB. The trademark
Minecraft is owned by Mojang AB; and other company names and/or trademarks
mentioned in this book are the property of their respective companies and are
used for identification purposes only.

Tiny Stitches
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After injuring his hand, a silversmith's apprentice in Boston becomes a messenger
for the Sons of Liberty in the days before the American Revolution.

Mystery of the Missing Luck
The Upside-Down Magic kids are back in another topsy-turvy adventure in the next
installment of this New York Times bestselling series, now a Disney Channel
Original Movie!

Rush Revere and the Presidency
At what price does independence come? Lady Jane Prentice, orphaned daughter of
an English earl, arrives in Charlestown, South Carolina, in 1776, and finds herself
plunged into the middle of a heated war--a war not only between her former
country and her new home, but also between the members of her own family,
whose loyalties are strongly divided in America's fight for freedom.Torn by family
responsibilities, the brutality of war, a secret romance, and her own growing need
for independence, Jane is forced to adopt many roles, until she finds the courage to
become the person she wants to be: just Jane.

The Letter Writer
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An adopted cat has a very special secret. No one believes Toby's owner when she
says he can fly, but when a little kitty is in trouble, will Toby save the day? This
charming picture book appeals to cat lovers and children of all ages.

Midnight Rider
Susanna English desperately wants to join the circle of girls who meet every week
at the parsonage, but she doesn’t realize the leader of the group, the malicious
Ann Putnam, is about to set off a torrent of false accusations that will lead to the
imprisonment and execution of countless innocent people—victims of a witch-hunt
panic. “The author’s skillful manipulation of the conventions of the young-adult
novel—particularly the rich exploration of being an outsider and going against the
mainstream—makes this book a superb vehicle for examining the social dynamics
of this legendary event.” —The Horn Book

Guns for General Washington
Patrick Henry, the famous statesman, has a secret: He keeps his wife in the cellar.
Slowly losing her mind, Sarah Henry has become a danger to herself and her
children. But daughter Anne has a secret of her own: She knows which child will
inherit their mother's madness.Told from the point of view of the Henry children,
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this compassionate tale explores the possibility that Patrick Henry's immortal cry of
"Give me liberty, or give me death," which roused a nation to arms, was first
spoken by his wife as she pleaded for her own freedom.Includes a reader's guide.

Rush Revere and the Star-Spangled Banner
A young girl living in South Carolina during the American Revolution discovers the
duplicity within herself and others.

Hang a Thousand Trees with Ribbons
A little girl finds the empty home of the three bears where she helps herself to food
and goes to sleep.

Or Give Me Death
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN—AND RUSH REVERE, LIBERTY THE
HORSE, AND THE TIME-TRAVELING CREW ARE READY TO RIDE INTO THE ACTION!
Join us on this incredible time-travel adventure! Liberty, my wisecracking horse,
our old friends Cam, Tommy, Freedom, and I are off to meet some super-brave
soldiers in the year 1775. Yep, that’s right. We’ll be visiting with the underdog
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heroes who fought for American independence, against all odds—and won! But not
before eight very real years of danger and uncertainty. Be a part of Rush Revere’s
crew as we rush, rush, rush into a time when British rule had become a royal pain,
and rebellion was in the air. We’ll be on hand to see two lanterns hung in the Old
North Church, prevent a British spy from capturing Paul Revere, and grapple with
danger at the battles of Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill. The extra special part
of this trip is that right here in the twenty-first century, Cam’s dad is a soldier
fighting in Afghanistan, and Cam has been pretty angry that he is away. Visiting
with exceptional American heroes like Dr. Joseph Warren and George Washington,
racing along after Paul Revere on his midnight ride, and seeing the Declaration of
Independence signed make Cam see his own dad in a new and special way. But
don’t worry. Along with the danger, excitement, and patriotism, there will still be
time to stop for a delicious spinach, oats, and alfalfa smoothie. No, wait—that one’s
for Liberty. The kids and I voted for strawberries. Now let’s open the magic portal
to the past!

A Break with Charity
The spunky daughter of the famed Paul Revere tells the story of her fathers rides
and the intelligence network of the Patriot community prior to the American
Revolution. Ann Rinaldis impeccable research and keen perception of adolescent
angst create a look back in time that remains powerfully relevant today.
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Weather or Not (Upside-Down Magic #5)
That's the way the cookie crumbles! Yum! Our magic mirror has dropped me and
my brother, Jonah, into the story of Hansel and Gretel. If we're lucky, we may even
get to taste the cake-house But we didn't count on accidentally getting trapped.
The real Hansel and Gretel are on the run, and Jonah and I have taken their place.
And the witch is making a kid casserole for dinner Now we have to: - Avoid being
eaten - Pretend our dog is a cat - Learn to make kale smoothies - Befriend a talking
duck Or we may never make it back to our home sweet home!

The Coffin Quilt
IT’S THE DAWN OF AN IMPORTANT NEW DAY IN AMERICA. YOUNG READERS, GRAB
THE REINS AND JOIN RUSH REVERE, LIBERTY THE HORSE, AND THE WHOLE TIMETRAVELING CREW IN THIS PATRIOTIC HISTORICAL ADVENTURE THAT TAKES YOU
ON AN EXCITING TRIP TO THE PAST TO SEE OUR REMARKABLE NATION’S MOST
ICONIC SYMBOLS UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL! “Rush Revere here, along with my
chatty horse, Liberty! Wait a minute . . . Liberty? Where did he go?” “Reporting for
duty, Captain Revere!” “Liberty, where did you get that spinach smoothie?” *Slurp*
Well, he certainly didn’t get it from 1787—that’s where we’re rush, rush, rushing
off to next with our enthusiastic young friends in the Time-Traveling Crew (but not
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before causing a major security incident at the National Archives in Washington,
D.C.!) A funny case of mistaken identity and a wild chase through the busy streets
of Philadelphia will lead us to the famously introverted Father of our Constitution,
James Madison, and the heated secret debates over the Constitution and the Bill of
Rights. Fast-forward a few years, and we’ll help his brave wife, Dolley, risk her life
to save an important portrait from the White House as the British set Washington
afire! What greater symbol of our exceptional nation’s hard-won freedoms than the
Star-Spangled Banner, sewn by American icon Betsy Ross? Perhaps Francis Scott
Key can explain what inspired him to pay tribute to our glorious flag by writing our
beautiful national anthem. But watch out for the bombs bursting in air, because
when we reach 1814, we’ll be front and center at a major battle to defend our
liberty. Jump back in the saddle with me, Rush Revere, and the Time-Traveling
Crew, as my trusty horse, Liberty, takes us on another flying leap through
American history into a past teeming with heroes and extraordinary citizens who
have so much to teach us about patriotism. All you need to bring is your curiosity
about the birth of our democracy—I’ve got plenty of tricornered hats for everyone!

The Long-Lost Secret Diary of the World's Worst Knight
Determined to live her own life free of the controls of any man, Sara Louisa
Wheelock disguises herself as a man and sets off from her home in Michigan to
fight as a soldier in the Civil War.
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Mr. Revere And I
"A photographic essay about the Maasai people in Kenya, traditionally nomadic
herders, exploring the contemporary challenges they face--focusing on
environmental changes such as the overgrazing of land and the threat of wildlife
extinction--and how the Maasai are adapting their agricultural practices and
lifestyle while preserving their culture"--Provided by publisher.

Come Juneteenth
Fanny McCoy has lived in fear and anger ever since that day in 1878 when a
dispute with the Hatfields over the ownership of a few pigs set her family on a path
of hatred and revenge. From that day forward, along the ragged ridges of the West
Virginia-Kentucky line, the Hatfields and the McCoys have operated not withing the
law but within mountain codes of their own making. In 1882, when Fanny's sister
Roseanna runs off with young Johnse Hatfield, the hatred between the two clans
explodes. As the killings, abductions, raids, and heartbreak escalate bitterly and
senselessly, Fanny, the sole voice of reason, realizes that she is powerless to stop
the fighting and must learn to rise above the petty natures of her family and
neighbors to find her own way out of the hatred.
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Toby the Flying Cat
“The most prolific and successful historical novelist in the world today.” —Wall
Street Journal “Readers who haven’t discovered Bernard Cornwell don’t know what
they are missing.” —New York Times bestselling author Vince Flynn From the New
York Times bestselling author of Agincourt, the Saxon Tales, and the beloved
Richard Sharpe series, Bernard Cornwell’s The Fort plunges prow-first into the
largest naval clash of the Revolutionary War. Fans of the Nathaniel Starbuck
Chronicles and The Burning Land will thrill to Cornwell’s triumphant return to
American historical fiction in this gripping story of courage, strength and
patriotism.

Time Enough for Drums
It's 1775 and the American colonies are on the brink of revolution. Boston is
swarming with soldiers, spies, and secrets. Tempers are flaring between the Whigs
and the Tories. Fourteen-year-old Hannah Andrews is thrown into the middle of it
all when she is driven out of her home by her guardian aunt to work as an
indentured servant in the Boston household of Thomas Gage, governor of the
colonies and general of the British armies. Soon after Hannah's arrival, the stable
boy, Caleb, befriends her and alerts her to the issues faced by Americans under
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British rule. Hannah dreams of freedom and begins to sympathize with Americans
who desire independence from Britain. On the other hand, Hannah has deep
respect for the Gage family and affection for her rebellious young mistress, Meg.
Hannah soon realizes that Meg is as trapped in her aristocratic life as Hannah is in
her own bondage as a servant. Hannah relies on her beloved horse, Promise, to
help her through the difficult times. Disguised as a boy on her midnight rides with
Promise, Hannah learns on which side her heart belongs. Then, when Hannah
overhears a British plot to march on her hometown, she and Promise risk their lives
to carry the warning to the town of Salem. Packed with fascinating historical
details, real events, and memorable characters, Midnight Rider is historical fiction
at its best--guaranteed to thrill Joan Hiatt Harlow's loyal fans as well as those lucky
readers who are discovering her for the first time.

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Seymour Reit re-creates the true story of Will Knox, a nineteen-year-old boy who
undertook the daring and dangerous task of transporting 183 cannons from New
York’s Fort Ticonderoga to Boston—in the dead of winter—to help George
Washington win an important battle.

Sarah's Passover
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An independent-minded young maid tells the story of social-climber Peggy Shippen
and how she influenced Benedict Arnold’s betrayal of the Patriot forces.
Revolutionary Philadelphia is brought to life as Becca seeks to find her “missing
pieces” while exploring the complicated issues of the war between the
impoverished independence men and the decadent British Tories. “This tale of
treachery comes alive under [Rinaldi’s] pen.”--Kirkus Reviews

The Secret of Sarah Revere
Eleven-year-old Harriet Whitehead is an outsider in her own family. She feels
accepted and important only when she is entrusted to write letters for her blind
stepmother. Then Nat Turner, a slave preacher, arrives on her familys plantation
and Harriet befriends him, entranced by his gentle manner and eloquent sermons
about an all-forgiving God. When Nat asks Harriet for a map of the county to help
him spread the word, she draws it for himwanting to be part of something
important. But the map turns out to be the missing piece that sets Nats secret plan
in motion and makes Harriet an unwitting accomplice to the bloodiest slave
uprising in U.S. history.Award-winning historical novelist Ann Rinaldi has created a
bold portrait of an ordinary young girl thrust in to a situation beyond her control.

Sugar and Spice (Whatever After #10)
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The Revolutionary War is raging. Food and firewood are scarce, and Tempe Wick is
worried that she will not be able to care for her ailing mother and her family and
still maintain the farm. Her ability to hold on to her world is threatened when a
mutinous soldier demands that she lend him her beloved horse in exchange for
keeping her brother’s rum-smuggling activities secret from the authorities. This
dramatic historical novel is based on a real event that has been popularized into
American legend.

Only the Mountains Do Not Move
Numbering All the Bones
An account of the life of the Revere family and the activities of the Sons of Liberty
as told from the point of view of Paul Revere's horse.

A Ride into Morning
“Carefully researched and lovingly written, Rinaldi’s latest presents a girl
indentured to John and Abigail Adams during the tense period surrounding the
1770 Massacre. . . . Fortuitously timed, a novel that illuminates a moment from our
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past that has strong parallels to recent events. Bibliography.”—Kirkus Reviews

101 Awesome Builds
Although the Civil War has ended, Eulinda's younger brother, still in slavery, has
been sold, and her older brother has run away, leaving her alone in a household
headed by a cruel mistress.

Cold as Ice (Whatever After #6)
A biography of Vivien Thomas, an African American surgical technician who
developed the first procedure used to perform open-heart surgery on children.

Just Jane
Juan Garcia Esquivel was born in Mexico and grew up to the sounds of mariachi
bands. He loved music and became a musical explorer. Defying convention, he
created music that made people laugh and planted images in their minds. Juan's
space-age lounge music popular in the fifties and sixties has found a new
generation of listeners.
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The One Great Gnome
A Mississippi town in 1964 gets riled when tempers flare at the segregated public
pool. As much as Gloriana June Hemphill, or Glory as everyone knows her, wants to
turn twelve, there are times when Glory wishes she could turn back the clock a
year. Jesslyn, her sister and former confidante, no longer has the time of day for
her now that she’ll be entering high school. Then there’s her best friend, Frankie.
Things have always been so easy with Frankie, and now suddenly they aren’t.
Maybe it’s the new girl from the North that’s got everyone out of sorts. Or maybe
it’s the debate about whether or not the town should keep the segregated public
pool open. Augusta Scattergood has drawn on real-life events to create a
memorable novel about family, friendship, and choices that aren’t always easy.

Finishing Becca
Sara loves her grandmother's bakery. It's a special place-not only because of its
delicious Japanese buns and pastries. She enjoys spending time with her obaachan,
her grandmother. But things aren't going well for the bakery. When the bakery's
lucky cat statue goes missing, Sara wonders if the bakery's luck is gone for good.
But then a mysterious cat appears in the backyard one night and inspires a plan.
With the help of her friend, Jake, Sara just might find the statue and restore the
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bakery's lost luck.

Glory Be
Sis Goose is a beloved member of Luli's family, despite the fact that she was born
a slave. But the family is harboring a terrible secret. And when Union soldiers
arrive on their Texas plantation to announce that slaves have been declared free
for nearly two years, Sis Goose is horrified to learn that the people she called
family have lied to her for so long. She runs away--but her newly found freedom
has tragic consequences. Includes an author's note.

Rush Revere and the First Patriots
America’s #1 radio talk-show host and multi-million-copy #1 New York Times
bestselling author presents the second book in a series for young readers with a
history teacher who travels back in time to have adventures with exceptional
Americans. Rush Revere rides again! Saddle up with Rush Limbaugh’s really good
pal for a new time-travel adventure. “Whoa there, young historians! Before we go
rush, rush, rushing off anywhere, I’d like a moment. I’m Liberty, Rush Revere’s
loquacious equine companion—his trusty talking horse! Always at the ready to leap
from the twenty-first century into America’s past, that’s me. When he says ‘Let’s
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go!’ I’m so there. I’m jazzed, I’m psyched, I’m—” “Ah, excuse me, Liberty?” “Yeah,
Rush?” “Usually you say ‘oh no, not again!’ and ‘while we’re in colonial Boston, can
I try the baked beans?’” “Okay, fine—you do the talking. I’ll just be over here, if
you need me.…” Well, he’s sulking now, but I couldn’t be your tour guide across
time without Liberty! His name says it all: the freedom we celebrate every July
Fourth with fireworks and hot dogs (and maybe some of those baked beans). But
how did America get free? How did thirteen newborn colonies tell the British king
where he could stick his unfair taxes? Jump into the bustling streets of Boston in
1765, where talk of revolution is growing louder. I said LOUDER. You’ll have to
SHOUT to be heard over the angry cries of “Down with the king!” and “Repeal the
Stamp Act!” that fill the air. You’ll meet fierce supporters of liberty like Samuel
Adams, Benjamin Franklin, and my idol, Paul Revere, as they fearlessly defy British
rule. It’s an exciting, dangerous, turbulent, thrilling time to be an American…and
exceptional young patriots like you won’t want to miss a minute. Let’s ride!

Esquivel!
Kidnapped from her home in Senegal and sold as a slave in 1761, a young girl is
purchased by the wealthy Wheatley family in Boston. Phillis Wheatley—as she
comes to be known—has an eager mind and it leads her on an unusual path for a
slave—she becomes America’s first published black poet. “Strong characterization
and perceptive realism mark this thoughtful portrayal.”—Booklist
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Rush Revere and the American Revolution
A humorous biography of Paul Revere covering more than his famous ride, like life
in Boston in the 1700s.

Paul Revere's Ride
The magical sixth installment in this NEW YORK TIMES bestselling series! Brrrrrrrr.
This fairy tale is FREEZING! Even though my brother and I had decided to stay
away from the magic mirror, our puppy had other plans -- he bounded right in.
What choice did we have but to go in after him? When we land in a winter
wonderland, we realize we must be in the story of The Snow Queen. And this fairy
tale is nothing like the movie. This Snow Queen is super-mean, and she turns our
dog into an ice sculpture! To get home we'll have to: - Defrost our furry friend Ride a very chatty reindeer - Learn to ice-skate - Escape from a band of robbers
And if we're not careful . . . we could end up frozen ourselves!

Girl in Blue
Sixteen-year-old Jem struggles to maintain the status quo at home in Trenton, New
Jersey, when the family men join the war for independence. There are signs of
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rebellion in the Emerson household several years before the actual American
Revolution hits in 1776! Brought up in a relatively liberal household, Jemima
Emerson is quite a challenge for her tutor, John Reid, who is known as a Tory with
strong ties to England. How could Jem's parents be friends with a man who
opposes American freedom? Jem longs for freedom on every level, in the home and
her homeland--and John represents the forces that restrict her. Jem and her family
soon find themselves fighting for freedom in whatever ways they can in the
Revolutionary War. Before long, Jem discovers that there is much more to Mr. Reid
than she ever imagined. Her feelings about him change when Jem realizes that
John shares her love of freedom--and will risk his life to defend it. From the
Paperback edition.

The Fifth of March
Sarah is excited to celebrate Passover! She helps get the house ready. At the
seder, the special Passover dinner, she asks The Four Questions. After dinner, the
children hunt for the matzah that Grandpa has hidden. Find out how families
celebrate this Jewish holiday of freedom!

Johnny Tremain
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Rush Revere and the kids from Manchester Middle School go back in time and
meet the first three presidents of the United States.

And Then What Happened, Paul Revere?
Meet Roderick—a scrawny, unremarkable teenager keeping a diary of his life in the
Middle Ages. When he’s chosen to become a knight on a quest to find a holy relic
(the fingers of St. Stephen), Roderick is determined to prove his honor and
graduate from zero to hero.
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